
Jelly Elephants 

Information 
 

Fill your bowls with jelly before the elephant fills his belly! 
A fun learning game that encourages children to commu-
nicate, share and play together.  You can also develop your 
child’s colour recognition, and matching skills.  2-4 players. 
 

Age: 3 years plus 
 

Contents: 20 Jelly cards, 20 bowl cards, 4 jelly elephant 
cards, 6 push together image cards and 1 instruction leaf-
let. 
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Doodlebugs 

Information 
 

A simple, but exciting game of matching colour or quirky 
doodlebug characters.  Encourages colour and object 
matching skills and develops social communication.  2-4 
players. 
 

Age: 3 years plus 
 

Contents: 41 circular cards and 1 instruction leaflet. 
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4 Set Tuzzle Puzzle 

Information 
 

Durable, easy-clean puzzles with chunky pieces. 
Using bright colours to stimulate the mind, Tuzzles help to 
build fine motor skills which include coordination, object 
manipulation and dexterity. 
You can extend your child’s play by talking about what you 
see in the pictures or ask where the people might be going 
to today? 
 

Age: 3 years plus 
 

Contents: 4 boards and 41 puzzle pieces. 
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Turn N Sort 

Information 
 

Choose a disc and either twist or screw the correct shape 
onto the post.  Developing motor skills and problem  
solving. 
For extended play, talk about the colours and numbers of 
discs or numbers of pegs on the posts.  How about  
grouping all the green ones? 
 

Age: 2 years plus 
 

Contents:  12 discs and the base. 
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Red Dog, Blue Dog 

Information 
 

A first colour match lotto.  Try to be the first to match all the  
coloured pictures on your playing board. 
 

This game Links with Early Learning Goals, developing personal 
and social skills and encouraging observation.  You can vary the 
rules to suit you and either turning it into a simple matching 
game (find the Red Dog),  or a 'collect all the spiders/green cards' 
game. 
 

Age: 2 years plus 
 

Contents: 4 playing boards, 24 colour cards, 1 instruction leaf-
let. 
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Find the Rhyme Floor Puzzle 

Information 
 

A lovely jigsaw which encourages you to talk about what is 
happening in the picture.  Find the bear on a chair or the 
moon with a spoon!    Lots of questions:  How many birds 
can you see? What is in the dish?  ..... 
Develops hand eye co-ordination and observation skills, 
plus vocabulary and interaction and more. 
 

Age: 3 years plus 
 

Contents: 50 pieces 
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Animags - Farm Animals 

Information 
 

A selection of wooden magnetic pieces that stack on top 
of each other to build different animals.   
 

Age: 18 months plus 
 

Contents: There are 6 animals with 3 pieces each and 3 
single blocks. 
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Domorino, Wooden Game 

Information 
 

This is a twist on the traditional game of dominoes where 
you can create your own set as you play which may cause 
you and your children to think more strategically.  
 

Age: 4 years plus, 2-4 players, each game lasts 10-15 mins 
 

Contents: 56 coloured chips, 28 domorino frames, 2 bags 
and instruction sheet. 
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Pisa, Wooden Game 

Information 
 

Pisa,  this game can be played to 3 different difficulties, 
making it 2 –4 levels high.  When you have built the tower 
you then take it in turns to roll the dice to select a  colour 
to remove.  Players need to keep the tower balanced, if it 
topples over the game finishes. 
 

This game takes 10-20 mins to play 
 

Age: 3 years plus 
 

Contents: 34 pipes, 4 circular boards, one dice, bag and 
instruction sheet. 
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Fiesta, Wooden Game 

Information 
 

You have a party to host but all your ingredients for the skewers 
have got mixed up!  To sort them out you will need to put all the 
ingredients into a large mixing bowl and using one hand get the 
ingredients onto the skewers. 
There are 4 difficulties to this game, that range from getting just 
one colour on the skewer to getting a certain pattern of ingredi-
ents onto the skewer. 
 

Age: 4 years plus, 2-4 players, each game last 15 mins. 
 

Contents: 4 skewers, 10 red ingredient pieces, 10 green ingredi-
ent pieces, 10 yellow ingredient pieces, 10 blue  
ingredient pieces, bag and instruction sheet. 
 

You will need a large mixing bowl to play this game 
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Rapelli, Wooden Game 

Information 
 

The caterpillars are hiding in the bamboo and you need to get 
them out!  To do this you need to take turns to roll both the dice 
to decide which colour caterpillar you can move and by how 
many moves, but be careful because if you land on a backwards 
arrow you will have to move the caterpillar back into the  
bamboo!  You need to move the caterpillars the whole way out 
to collect one,  the winner is the player that gets the most  
caterpillars out of the bamboo. 
 

Age: 4 years plus , 2-6 players, each game last 15-20 mins. 
 

Contents:  Green bamboo cylinder (comes in 2 halves), 18  
caterpillars, 2 dice, bag and instruction sheet. 
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